Photovoltaic Installations (Solar) Guidelines:

- For a Ground Array or roof mounted system use a Zoning Permit Application form.

- Include a site plan showing the size and location of the installation. Ground Array systems are to conform to the requirements listed in section 27-304.28 L of the Zoning Ordinance.

- A site plan can be hand drawn or use a “Google Earth” or other aerial print of the property.

- An Engineer or Architect is to supply a signed report indicating that an existing roof is adequate to support the extra load of a roof mounted system, or provide detail drawings of how the roof is to be modified to take the extra load.

- If roof modifications are to be made, a Building Permit Application is required with two signed & sealed copies of the construction details.

- All applications will require an Electrical Permit Application and two copies of installation wiring diagrams reviewed and approved by a Third Party Electrical Plan Review Agency. (See the PA Dept of labor & Industry website for a list of Third Party Agencies).

- Part 1 of the Utility Interconnection Agreement is to be submitted with the permit applications. (The final inspection of the installation will not be approved until Part 2; the Utility Company approval is received by Code Office).